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Location: Fannie Mae Conservatory                                                                                                                     

In attendance: CNA: Jules Kniolek, Girard Kinney, Emily Schwartz SWNA: Priscilla Boston, David Boston Wilshire 

Woods/Delwood I: Isaiah Tibbs, UBC Chair  Delwood II: Mark Rosholt  Blackland: Bo McCarver 

Isaiah Tibbs, Chairman called the meeting to order at 7:15 p.m. 

1. Election of Secretary 
Isaiah announced that Priscilla Boston was now an official representative of the Schieffer Willowbrook NA and was 
therefore eligible for election as UBC secretary.  Bo McCarver made a motion to nominate Priscilla Boston for the 
position of UBC Secretary.  Emily Schwartz seconded the nomination and Priscilla was elected unanimously.   
 
2. Sidewalk Fee In Lieu discussion 
The UBC Planning Team has recently been informed that there is about $20,000 that can be used to fund new 
sidewalks in our area. We had previously understood that $100,000 had to be accrued before projects would 
commence. By the Team’s estimation, $20,000 should cover about 140 feet of new sidewalks, the equivalent of 
about 3 lots. It was noted that there has been a lot of new sidewalks going in around Maplewood and along 38.5 St.  
Bo stated that Blackland has not yet completed their sidewalk plan, but there is a pressing need on Chestnut Ave. 
The Team agreed that our priority is closing the gaps.  
 
Bo had some email exchanges with various City staff in an attempt to clarify the role of the UBC Planning Team in 
determining where this new sidewalk will be constructed, but the exchanges resulted in confusion to all that read 
them. It was decided to invite Stevie Greathouse to our January meeting to answer our questions in person.    
 
3. Schedule for updating the UBC plan (with goal of having it in by city's July deadline). 
Priscilla asked whether the Team was interested in undertaking a process to update our plan. All agreed that it was 
probably time to do that and pledged to do so every five years, beginning with 2015.  Girard wants to make sure that 
the Cherrywood NA sidewalk plan should be included, and hopes that other UBC NAs will also include theirs. The 
first step in updating the plan is to get copies for everyone. The Team would like to see each of the 5 NAs in the plan 
receive 1 for each voting member (4). Priscilla will follow up with Margaret Valenti, Neighborhood Contact Team and 
Education Coordinator to try and secure the copies. Priscilla will bring a “plan to plan” for the 2015 update to the 
next meeting for review by the Team.   
 
4. Membership list for 1) City and 2) UBC email distributions 
Priscilla reported that Margaret Valenti had requested that the list of UBC Planning Team membership list be 
updated, and shared what Margaret had sent to her.  The list was passed around and UBC Planning Team members 
in attendance crossed out names of people they thought had moved on from our area, and added the names of 
representatives not currently on Margaret’s list.  Girard stated that Jennifer Potter-Miller had made some progress 
on the task of creating a list of representatives and alternates during her tenure as UBC secretary, and suggested 
that Priscilla ask her for what she had come up with.  Priscilla will follow up with Jennifer on that, and seek to get a 
better understanding from Margaret of the purpose of the list and whom the City wants to have on this list (reps 
only or alternates too?).   

 
5. Website: Blog vs repository      
It is time to pay the fees for hosting of the website, we are in arrears and the website has been inactivated.  A 
collection was taken.  
$25 from Blackland 
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$10 from Schieffer Willowbrook 
$15 from Wilshire Woods/Delwood I 
$20 from Cherrywood 

Priscilla will send out receipts. We are hoping this will be enough to pay for 3 years of site hosting. 
 
Priscilla informed the Team that she is new to updating websites, and has some concerns about the level of skill needed 
to continue what Jennifer put into place.  She has no experience in blogging, and is really not able to take this on.  It was 
agreed that having a website that serves as a simple repository of records such as the UBC plan and the meeting minutes 
would meet the Team’s needs.  Girard would like to see an effort to secure more minutes from past meetings, and 
suggested that Priscilla see if former UBC secretaries had copies in their files that she could then upload. 

      
Other     
The Team determined that future meetings will continue to be scheduled on the 4th Monday every month, and begin at 
6:30 pm, beginning with the January 2015 meeting.  
                                                                                   

 


